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Everyone knows the two statements that answer our question. The will to mastery becomes all the more urgent
the more technology threatens to slip from human control. The whole essay is entitled Questions Concerning
technology, but upon closer examination the essay really talks about man. Causality now displays neither the
character of the occasioning that brings forth nor the nature of the causa efficiens, let alone that of the causa
formalis. And this instrumentality, would be further elucidated and probed by Heidegger in the succeeding
paragraph of the essay. Everything approaches us merely as a source of energy or as something we must
organize. The whole complex of these contrivances is technology. But Heidegger says that that analysis does
not go deep enough. He utilizes technology in explaining the nature of man. First, the essence of technology is
not something we make; it is a mode of being, or of revealing. They have their own way of presenting
themselves and the world in which they operate. Technology then, in its essence as enframing, precedes
physics. View transcript Skip to 0 minutes and 1 second Who is Martin Heidegger? For that reason the merely
correct is not yet the true. The destruction caused by the incapability of seeing the truth. Everything
encountered technologically is exploited for some technical use. In his book, The Question Concerning
Technology, he gives, in fact, three main answers to that question. If we give heed to this, then another whole
realm for the essence of technology will open itself up to us. What Is the Essence of Technology? Well, for
Heidegger ultimately seeing technologies as just a neutral instrument is already a very technological way to
look at the world. Here no death-trees are produced. He begins by setting out the reasons for his questioning:
Questioning builds a way. Our attempts to master technology still remain within its walls, reinforcing them.
Edited by Richard Tuck. Thus it is an authentic life if you are no enslaved by technology, when you act upon
your own individuality. Technology is therefore no mere means. The paper would be divided into three
sections. Every attempt to step out of it throws us back into it. So technology is not an instrument. Have a look
at the glossary in STEP 1.


